Plastic based dye solar cells present several attractive features regarding their potential use as energy source for portable rechargeable devices or in building integrated photovoltaics. One of them is beyond any doubt their low weight, which arise as a result of replacing partially or totally the thick glass slides that support the transparent conducting coatings usually employed.
Introduction
Flexible photovoltaic devices offer an alternative, versatile, adaptable and scalable energy source for ample surface areas for both indoor and outdoor applications.
1, 2 They may replace the traditional installation approach by one based on the integration of the solar-to-electric energy conversion functionality into already existing structures, from windows to roofs, without adding load to the structures. New generation flexible solar cells can also present a wide color hue, which make them practical as elements of housing design. In this context, most photovoltaic technologies present today a branch devoted to the development of flexible energy conversion devices. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] The field of dye sensitized solar cells (DSCs) is not an exemption. 10 Several works have reported on the development of bendable cells deposited on conducting metallic and plastic substrates. 11, 12 While record certified power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 7.6% has been reached, 13 average value in the field may be considered to be around 5.5%. 14 These values, which are significantly lower than the record and average values attained for rigid DSC, 15 are due to the poor charge transport properties that nanocrystalline titania electrodes processed at low temperatures present. With the aim of improving its photoconductivity, relevant advances have been made by the introduction of compression techniques, 13 novel synthetic approaches that yield enhanced interparticle connectivity, 16 or original transfer methods for fabrication of completely transparent conducting oxide-free flexible cells of high efficiency. 17 Another key aspect to be considered when optimizing the performance of a solar cell is that of light harvesting. In this regards, DSCs based on plastic substrates also have their particularities. A photoanode, in which the electron diffusion length is expected to be relatively short when compared to the electrode thickness, would benefit more, as it has recently been demonstrated theoretically, 18 from a specific light trapping scheme based on multiple scattering caused by high refractive index inclusions rather than by the presence of a diffuse back scattering layer, like the one typically employed in optimized DSCs on transparent conducting oxide (TCO) glass. 19 The reason is that, in the former case, the electron generation function, which follows the optical absorption profile along the electrode, 20 is increased in regions closer to the metal contact, thus enhancing electron collection efficiency. So far, no integral approach in which both a rigorous theoretical design and experimental realization are combined together in order to maximize light absorption and charge collection to achieve a high efficiency solar cell on a plastic substrate has been reported. Herein, we propose and demonstrate a gradual optimization strategy of DSCs deposited on plastic substrates based on the sequential modeling and experimental evaluation of the optical and electrical properties of low temperature processed nanocrystalline titania electrodes. The result is that we are able to attain DSCs that achieved, establishing a new J SC record for this sort of bendable devices. The mechanical stability of the optimized flexible device is also analyzed, the same photovoltaic performance being retrieved after 150 bending cycles with curvature radius of 15 mm. Unlike previous approaches, we use a systematic and gradual evaluation of the theoretical designs proposed at each optimization step by means of their experimental realization and characterization. This yields designs of increasingly better performance and provides at the same time a thorough physical insight into the optical and electrical properties of such devices. Maximum light absorptance is achieved by an optical scattering configuration in which TiO 2 light scatterers of adequate size are randomly distributed at the right concentration within a photoelectrode. Simultaneously, electron collection is optimized by the incorporation of an intermediate layer with the same composition as the rest of the photoanode but without scatterers, whose role is enhancing the electrical contact between the electrode and the metal contacts without affecting the optimum optical absorption already achieved. A full description of the productive and parasitic absorption that occur in different parts of the cell allows us to provide a reliable estimation of the internal quantum efficiency of the devices, which turns out to be around 90% over a wide spectral range.
Methods
Fabrication of dye-sensitized solar cells. For the fabrication of dyesensitized solar cells, the autoclaved TiO 2 (coined "autoTiO 2 ") nanoparticles are synthesized by slowly adding a mixture of titanium (IV) tetra-isopropoxide/2-propanol into distilled water in the presence of acetic acid, followed by gelation in oil bath and hydrothermal processes in a titanium autoclave. 21 Then, the synthesized autoTiO 2 nanoparticles are collected by centrifuging and washed by EtOH for three times, which are finally re-dispersed in a mixture of EtOH/tert-butanol (v/v = 50:50) for use. The resulting autoTiO 2 nanoparticles, which present a pure anatase phase and an average radius of about 10 nm, possess better electron transport and N719 dye adsorption properties than commercial Degussa P25 TiO 2 nanoparticles. An inorganic binding agent, or nanoglue, was synthesized by the same sol-gel process as autoTiO 2 but without hydrothermal process in an autoclave, 16 and following the same optimization method for its combination with commercial anatase particles within a hot compression procedure as recently demonstrated in Ref [22] . Nanoglue containing anatase TiO 2 particles of 2.5 nm radius were added into the organic binderfree paste to induce good interparticle connection at low temperature. Large TiO 2 particles (T030, radius of 160 nm, K. K. Titan, Japan) were employed to give rise to multiple scattering within the electrode and hence enhance light harvesting at long wavelengths. The viscous organic binder-free paste made out of a combination of the three type of particles herein employed was formulated according to the typical procedure as follows: Dispersed autoTiO 2 particles, smaller particles of nanoglue, and T030 particles were mixed and further well-dispersed by tip sonication (Q500 Sonicator, Qsonica) and vigorous shaking by vortex mixer for at least 10 min each step. The weight ratio of particles from autoTiO 2 A black mask with a proper aperture was placed on top of the cells to prevent the effect of diffuse light during measurement. The external quantum efficiency was measured using a system specifically designed for DSCs (PV measurements, Inc.). For investigating the mechanical stability of the optimized flexible DSCs, the photovoltaic properties were recorded before and after various bending cycles (up to 180) using a cylindrical rod of radius 15 mm for the bending test.
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Optical modelling. For calculations, the same approach applied in Ref [24] was considered. It consists on a Monte-Carlo approach in which, for each wavelength, the trajectories of 10 7 photons impinging on the cell are considered. This number guarantees convergence for all computed output variables. The system involves a general multilayer structure in which each layer of a given thickness may comprise several materials (), each one described by the corresponding complex spectral refractive index () = () + (), with the incident wavelength. In particular, from reflectance (()) and transmittance (()) measurements of simplified experimental samples of known thickness, the spectral () values of all materials here employed, including the dye and the electrolyte extinction coefficients, are extracted after applying the formalisms described in Refs. [25] [26] [27] Specifically, the optical properties of the infiltrated mesoporous dye-sensitized TiO 2 layer are defined in terms of a volumetric effective refractive index accounting for a 50% porous dye-sensitized TiO 2 film infiltrated with electrolyte, ି () = 0.5( ି () + ()) . () spectra of all materials considered in the calculations are available in the ESI Fig. S1 . The trajectory of each individual photon is described by Fresnel coefficients at the interface of two layers, and by scattering Mie theory when photons interact with light scatterers. In this regard, the main novelty we introduced is the consideration of the influence of the external absorbing media on the diffuse dispersion of light described by Mie theory, 28 something that was neglected in previously developed approaches in the field. 15, [29] [30] [31] [32] To determine the trajectory of a photon, we calculate the distance it travels before suffering either an absorption or a scattering event, through:
with a random number fulfilling 0 < ≤ 1, and ࢻ the extinction coefficient accounting for both absorption (ࢻ ) and scattering (ࢻ ) coefficients of all materials comprised in each layer:
For light scatterers, we define ࢻ = and ࢻ = with = (%)/ the number density of the scatterers that depends upon the volume filling fraction ( (%)) and the scatterer volume ( ), and and the corresponding single particle absorption or scattering cross sections calculated through Mie theory. 28 For the rest of cell materials, ࢻ = /, and ࢻ = 0.
If the distance travelled by the photon is larger than the possible distance it can cover in straight light before reaching the interface between two layers, the photon reaches the layer interface and it is transmitted or reflected back according to Fresnel coefficients. Those photons concluding their trajectory at the incoming or outgoing media contribute to reflectance and transmittance, and we can distinguish between diffuse and specular reflectance ( () and () , respectively) as well as diffuse and ballistic transmittance ( () and (), respectively) through their exit angle. If the distance travelled by the photon is shorter, either an absorption or scattering event occurs, and a new random number ′ is generated. If ′ ≤ ࢻ /ࢻ , the photon is scattered, and a new direction (, ࣘ) is raffled according to the angular scattering distribution defined by Mie theory. Otherwise, the photon is absorbed by one of the absorbing materials contained in that layer, and the trajectory of the photon finishes. To determine the absorbing material, another random number is generated ′′ and it is compared to each of the absorption coefficients of all materials comprised in the layer, i.e., if ′′ ≤ ࢻ /ࢻ , the photon is absorbed by material . This allows us to specifically evaluate light absorbed by dye molecules within the electrode and therefore, evaluate the light harvesting of the cell (), separating it from electrolyte and scatterers absorptance. Moreover, parasitic absorption in the cell can be also evaluated. In addition, calculation of the trajectory of each photon provides spatial and spectral information of absorption events. This allows us to also evaluate the optical path or distance covered by photons before absorption, as well as the electron generation function, or spectral absorption profile, (, ) as spatial location of all photons inside the cell is registered while the photon is travelling. The variable is defined as the distance along the incident light propagation direction, with = 0 set at the interface between the ITO and the nanocrystalline photoanode. Indeed, integration of (, ) in provides (), in which just absorption of dye molecules is considered. Therefore, as input parameters it is necessary to know the thickness of each layer in the structure, the filling fraction of the materials comprising each layer, the corresponding refractive indexes of all materials in each layer, and the particle radius if light scatterers are included. Importantly, with this model all optical magnitudes are evaluated without any fitting parameters.
Electrical modelling.
Regarding the electrical part of the model, we assume an electron diffusion model like that originally proposed by Södergren et al. in ref. 20 , and whose validity has been confirmed in numerous occasions afterwards. We assume, in a first approximation, that the electron recombination is linear, and take as the only fitting parameter the 'effective' electron diffusion length, , that accounts for the average distance covered by the electron before recombination. 18 This is the simplest electrical model to be employed in which all microscopic (intra-grain) and mesoscopic (inter-grain) electron transportation processes are gathered together in (without the chance of discriminating processes). The (), is affected by four partial efficiencies,
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Collection efficiency is determined by spatial integration of the electron generation function weighted by the fitting parameter :
being the total electrode thickness. Electron collection is thus herein considered as the result of electron diffusion through the nanocrystalline network and the transfer to the ITO and, from there, to the metal contact. In addition, our full optical and electrical model allows evaluating the internal quantum efficiency () defined as:
Moreover, since the inclusion of light scatterers within the photoelectrode affects both () and (), while it can be assumed that it has a negligible effect on the injection and regeneration efficiencies, we can take () = () = 1 rendering the internal quantum efficiency and charge collection efficiency equivalent:
All predictions and fittings herein presented have been carried out using this model. 
Results and discussion
In what follows we will describe the optimization procedure followed to obtain a highly efficient flexible solar cell, maximizing light harvesting and electron collection by introducing gradual changes in the electrode structure. Our optimization approach is based on the sequential maximization of optical absorption and charge transport in four steps: first a reference DSC on a plastic substrate with a rigid counter-electrode is devised; second, TiO 2 scatterers of optimal size and concentration are randomly distributed within the electrode to enhance light absorption; third, electron collection is enlarged by including an intermediate adhesion layer between the contact and the electrode of the previous DSC already optimized optically; and finally, the rigid counter-electrode is replaced with a plastic film to realize the fully flexible version. Partial results of each of the optimization steps just mentioned will be shown along this work. As a result of this study, we reach a final experimental procedure to attain the optimum design of a highly efficient mechanically stable flexible DSC, which constitutes one the main contributions of our work and is schematized in Fig. 1. First, a thin layer (< 3 microns) made of low sintering temperature nanocrystalline titania is deposited on an ITO coated plastic substrate (Fig. 1a) in order to maximize the electrical contact between the photoanode and the transparent conductor; on top of this, a titania film containing a multimodal distribution of crystals with sizes comprised in three well defined ranges, so they can serve to build a chemically glued mesostructure containing light scatterers, is casted (Fig. 1b); hot compression (Fig. 1c) and dye soaking of the film (Fig. 1d) follows; finally, a platinized conducting plastic substrate is added as counter-electrode (Fig. 1e) , and the electrodes are hot sealed with a thermoplastic (Fig. 1f) .
Each modification in the electrode structure was realized following the guidelines extracted from a detailed electrical and optical theoretical model of the cell, whose full description can be found in the Methods section. In brief, it consists on a Monte Carlo approach in which the trajectory of individual photons defined by Fresnel coefficients at the interface of two material layers, and scattering Mie theory when light scatterers are considered, is fully accounted for. By collecting all photons concluding their trajectory at the incoming or outgoing media, we can evaluate reflectance and transmittance and distinguish diffuse light through their exit angle. Those photons finishing their trajectory inside the DSC contribute to the absorption of the cell, our model being capable of discriminating between productive (photons absorbed by dye molecules) and parasitic (photons absorbed by any other material comprising the cell) absorption. With our model we can evaluate all optical magnitudes not only spectrally but also spatially (inside each component of the cell) thus yielding the electron generation function (or spectral absorption profile) (, ) and, most importantly, without employing any fitting parameters. Concerning the electrical magnitudes, the only fitting parameter enters the model via the electrical part, when the external quantum efficiency ‫)ߣ(ܧܳܧߟ‬ is calculated through an 'effective' electron diffusion length, ‫,݁ܮ‬ that accounts for the average distance covered by the electron before recombination. This theoretical model was first employed to evaluate the reference cell, i.e., that without any kind of electrode structuring and/or light scatterers. Such DSCs were prepared on standard conducting plastic substrates, namely ITO coated Polyethylene naphthalate (ITO-PEN), following a combination of chemical and physical sintering. 22 This method relies on the use of a bimodal distribution of particles in the precursor paste, the smaller ones being of the order of a few nanometers and the larger with an average size of around a few tens of nanometers. The former ones serve as a sort of nanoglue capable of enhancing the connectivity, and hence the electrical and mechanical properties, of the photoanode. 16 The compression at low temperature of this paste results in the formation of a mesoporous film with improved charge transport properties. In our case, and in order to maximize the efficiency with photoanodes built by this method, we use autoclaved nanocrystalline titania particles (autoTiO 2 ), following a procedure, as described in the Methods section, which provides films with better dye adsorption and charge transport properties than commercial particles. 33 Besides, a highly transparent electrolyte is prepared to minimize parasitic absorption losses in the cell. The results of the photovoltaic characterization of solar cells containing these compressed nanoglued 
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Please do not adjust margins photoanodes of approximately (8.60 ± 0.05) microns are presented in Fig. 2 . Analysis of the current density-voltage (J-V) curve of the reference cell prepared using this combined chemical and physical sintering method, displayed as a black squares curve in Fig. 2a , yields an overall PCE of 5.94%. Although it is a relatively high value for a transparent cell, the analysis of these first cells unconcealed the need of improving both light harvesting and electron collection in order to enhance the performance of the plastic substrate based device. Indeed, a first look at the () plotted as black squares in Fig. 2b , reveals that light absorption of the dye is meaningful, but it is still inefficient in the wavelength range above 600 nm. With our model, we evaluate (), () and () for the same reference cell. All magnitudes are displayed in Fig. 2b , 2c and 2d as solid, dashed and dash-dotted lines, respectively. From the fitting of () and the calculation of (), we notice that, while light absorption by the dye is close to saturation for blue and green photons, it drops significantly for red ones. Also, the estimated () (or equivalently ()) is around 85% for the former and only 70% for the latter, revealing that charge collection is not optimal and that it presents significant wavelength dependence. This is characteristic of electrodes in which the electron average diffusion length is shorter than the one required to effectively collecting all photocarriers, hence being charge collection very sensitive to the precise profile of the electron generation function, of (, ), which is plotted in Fig. 2e . In this contour plot it can be readily seen that red photons are absorbed at longer distances from the metal contact as a result of the smaller absorption coefficient of the dye at those wavelengths, their absorption being therefore more affected by a short . In fact, the best fit of () for the reference cell is found for = 8 microns. Although this is a respectable value for a non-thermally sintered electrode, our model allows us to identify it as the main responsible, along with the observed insufficient long wavelength absorption, for the limited performance of the device of reference. In order to tackle the low red photon absorption observed, we employed an optimization procedure based on the evaluation of numerous optical configurations. Both back diffuse scattering layers and intra-electrode multiple scattering configurations were theoretically analyzed (Fig. S2 in ESI) . In this latter case, a wide range of spherical titania particle radius and concentrations were considered, and different electrode thicknesses covering the experimental error were compared. The response of systems differing 50 nm in thickness was the same. Best results were attained for those configurations in which light harvesting is augmented as a result of light trapping caused by multiple scattering due to inclusions in the nanocrystalline photoanode. Calculations also showed that this approach presents a high degree of tolerance, as a wide range of particle sizes (between 100 nm and 200 nm radius) and concentrations (filling fractions between 10% and 30%) gave rise to similar absorption enhancements (Fig. S3 and S4 in ESI). Upper limits of particle concentration are not absolute, as the model is not applicable for concentrations above 30%. Moreover, our theoretical analysis shows that the use of structured electrodes with a multilayer architecture, 12 in which the concentration of light scatterers is gradually increased as the incident light enters the electrode, yields slightly less efficient cells than those made of electrodes containing just a single concentration of scatterers (Fig. S4 in ESI) . This is more clearly seen through the analysis of the solar spectrum weighted integrated absorption ( ), defined as the fraction of light absorbed by dye molecules weighted across the solar spectrum (AM1.5), between 400 and 800 nm =
With this definition, the SSWIA would be directly proportional to the estimated short circuit photocurrent if a charge collection efficiency of 100% is assumed. In Fig. S4b in ESI it can be seen that the SSWIA in electrodes composed of several layers, each one containing particles of similar size at different concentrations, remains practically the same as in simple electrodes containing just a single particle concentration (above concentrations of 10%). These effects evidence the high tolerance of the system to changes in particle concentration and size as long as they are kept within certain boundaries. 29 The experimental realization of one of these optimized designs, containing scattering centers with a radius of 160 nm, gave rise to a plastic substrate based solar cell that showed an abrupt increase of PCE up to 7.1%, as extracted from its J-V characteristics (red circles in Fig. 2a) . Results for () , () (or equivalently ()), and () are shown in red in Fig. 2b, 2c and 2d, respectively. This enhancement is undoubtedly due to the enhanced light harvesting at long wavelengths caused by multiple scattering, as revealed by the measured () (red circles in Fig.  2b ), which is in good agreement with the calculated () of the electrode with embedded scatterers (red line in Fig. 2d ). In addition, the inclusion of light scatterers is responsible for the lower () at short wavelengths as they absorb light mainly in the blue range. Furthermore, our results also show that the predicted () (red line in Fig. 2c ) is slightly improved for shorter wavelengths. While our analysis demonstrate that the electron diffusion length (estimated to be = 8 microns) is not influenced by the presence of scatterers, the electron generation function or spatial distribution of absorption,(, ), on the contrary, is strongly affected by multiple scattering events occurring within the electrode, as it can be seen in Fig. 2f , in which the absorption profile of a cell containing light scatterers is displayed. Comparison between these two absorption maps shows explicitly that multiple scattering not only provides larger overall light harvesting, but also that absorption takes place closer to the ITO contacts for shorter wavelengths, which improves the amount of collected photocarriers and therefore, also enhances () at short wavelengths. Please notice that this sort of insight can only be provided because our model permits discriminating between productive and parasitic absorption in each part of the cell. Details of the spectral absorption
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Please do not adjust margins dependence of each material within each medium, as well as of the other relevant optical parameters (diffuse, , and specular, , reflectance; diffuse, , and ballistic, , transmittance), are presented in Fig. 3 , where symbol and solid line graphs correspond to cells with and without scatterers, respectively. Interestingly, improvement of productive absorption when TiO 2 scattering particles are included also gives rise to a slight increase of parasitic absorption, as diffuse scattering within the cell also increases the optical path length along the electrolyte and the ITO coating. Besides, the inclusion of light scatterers yields larger diffuse reflectance and transmittance, which renders the device translucent. To analyze the effect of multiple scattering on the effective optical path travelled by photons in the photoanode, in Fig. S5 of ESI section we plot the histograms corresponding to the number of absorbed photons versus distance travelled by those photons before absorption. Data are shown for photons of = 650 nm and for two cells, one containing light scatterers and another without them. In cells deprived of light scatterers, photons are only absorbed as they cross along the electrode thickness (8.5 microns) or, although to a much less extent, after being back reflected at the counter-lectrode. In contrast, in cells containing light scatterers, as the photon incoming direction is successively changed after several scattering events, the optical path is increased up to values as large as ~ 40 microns, which may be considered as the effective electrode thickness.
Analysis of these first samples show that light harvesting absorption within the cell is close to optimum after introducing scattering centers in the electrode, while charge collection is still insufficient. This was confirmed by building a much thicker photoanode with an approximate 11.3 micron thick mesoporous titania film, with and without scatterers (Fig. S6 in ESI) . The cell with scatterers yielded only 7.23% PCE (Table 1) , which implies a weak improvement with respect to the cell made with an approximate 8.5 micron thick electrode with the same internal structure (7.1% PCE), in spite of being around a 50% thicker. In order to further raise electron collection, we opted for improving the electrical contact between the scatterer embedded nanocrystalline electrode and the ITO. To this aim, a structured electrode consisting of a thinner 2.65 ± 0.15 micron intermediate layer, which we will refer to as "adhesion layer" from here onwards, made with the basic nanoglued titania but without scatterers, was deposited onto the ITO before coating it with a highly diffusive 9.15 ± 0.65 microns Please do not adjust margins
Please do not adjust margins thick electrode containing light scatterers (filling fraction of 30%, and r = 160 nm). This approach was suggested by the observation that the electrodes containing light scatterers presented a slightly higher probability of delamination than scatterer free pastes, indicating that the former might not be properly adhered to the substrate and hence having potentially a poorer electrical contact.
In Fig. 4a and 4b, the experimental J-V curves and (), attained for the adhesion improved electrodes, are displayed with red circles, respectively. In this case, the PCE is 8.55%, which, as far as we know, is the highest reported for a cell containing a photoanode deposited on a plastic substrate. Interestingly, the estimated () is basically the same as it was before including the intermediate adhesion layer, while the estimated effective electron diffusion length is doubled ( = 16 microns) and the () is significantly higher, being now a few points above 90%
for < 600 nm and above 85% for longer wavelengths. Direct comparison of () between cells containing electrodes of ~ 8 micron and ~ 11 micron total electrode thickness, with and without scatterers and with and without adhesion layer are shown in Fig. S6 in ESI. Also in that figure, the optical absorption profiles of cells with scatterers, with and without the adhesion layer, are displayed, presenting identical light absorptance between pairs of comparable systems. Thus, the PCE enhancement observed should be attributed to the improved electron collection derived from the presence of the adhesion layer.
Once both light harvesting and electron collection were optimized for a cell containing a plastic substrate based photoanode, a fully flexible version of the cell was built by substituting the FTO coated glass, employed as counter-electrode during the optimization process, by a platinized ITO coated PEN substrate. Comparison of the theoretical parasitic and productive absorptance of the optimized cell employing either a flexible or rigid counter electrode is shown in Fig. S7 and Fig. S8 in ESI, respectively. Results of the photovoltaic characterization of one of these cells are shown in Fig. 5 , together with a scheme of the cell and a photograph of the bendable device. In Table 1 , the relevant photovoltaic parameters are listed for all the different cells built during the optimization process. The optimum flexible cell Table 1 . Photovoltaic characterization of cells with various anode and cell structures. "rigid" indicates the counter electrode is made of a rigid Pt/FTO/Glass arrangement while the counter electrode for "flexible" is Pt/ITO/PEN. "SL" stands for single layer, without an adhesion layer, and "BL" for bilayer in which the anode structure employs an adhesion layer which contains no scattering particles. The substrate for the anode is the flexible ITO/PEN for all cases. The active area of dye-adsorbed TiO2 films was about 0. 4 
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Please do not adjust margins displayed a PCE of 7.79% and, importantly, a short circuit photocurrent of J SC = 15.94 mA/cm 2 , which is, to the best of our knowledge, the highest reported so far for a flexible DSC, being even above that attained for flexible cells of record efficiency (15.2 mA/cm 2 ). 12 Further enhancement of the PCE could be achieved by increasing the fill factor which, as it can be seen in Table 1 , drops by an 8% with respect to the optimized cell built using FTO-glass for the counter electrode. This is likely caused by the poorer catalytic activity of the plastic based counter-electrode, as it has been demonstrated elsewhere. 34 Most importantly, the () of the flexible device remains almost unaltered with respect to that of the optimized rigid device. Overall, these cells consistently show PCE values above 7.5%. For better comparison, Fig. S9 in ESI displays () for all cells herein considered. Starting from the reference cell, the first improvement of the internal quantum efficiency observed at short wavelengths when light scatterers are considered is linked to light absorption occurring closer to the contact, as demonstrated by electron generation functions in Fig. 2e and 2f . The abrupt enhancement of average 10% retrieved when the adhesion layer is incorporated in the structured electrode accounts for an improvement of the electron collection, as confirmed by the enlargement of the electron diffusion length while light harvesting remains almost unaltered. The mechanical stability of the optimized flexible DSC was also investigated by a repeated bending test using a cylindrical rod of Please do not adjust margins
Please do not adjust margins radius 15 mm. The photovoltaic properties were recorded before and after various bending cycles. Figure 6 shows the normalized photovoltaic characterization (J SC , V OC , FF, and PCE) of the designed flexible DSC analysed in Figure 5 . These results demonstrate that this device presents an excellent tolerance to bending tests, reserving all photovoltaic properties after 150 bending cycles, after which the cell performance becomes slightly worse, its J SC decreasing by 10% and its PCE by 15%. The origin of this lowering of J SC and V OC may be attributed to the presence of microcracks generated within the inorganic titania electrode as a consequence of the repeated bendings. As FF mainly accounts for the electrical conductivity of the thin ITO layer, which shows a better mechanical stability than the thick TiO 2 layer, its value remains constant after several bending cycles.
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Conclusion
In summary, we have presented a combined theoretical and experimental optimization procedure to build highly efficient dye solar cells on plastic substrates with maximized light harvesting and charge collection efficiencies, which are attained following the guidelines of a rigorous and complete optical and electrical model of the cell. The optimized design includes a dispersion of scatterers to reinforce light absorption over the whole spectral range at which the dye absorbs (leading to saturation absorption), and structuring of the electrode incorporating an adhesion layer to enhance charge collection. A synthetic route to prepare these electrodes at low temperature based on a combination of chemical and physical sintering is employed. An analysis of the effect of introducing gradual changes in the electrode structure have allowed us rationalizing the importance of each variable and quantifying its relevance. We have demonstrated that by using this approach it is possible to build DSCs on plastic electrodes with record PCE as high as 8.55%, and fully flexible DSCs with efficiencies as high as 7.79%. In this latter case, the photocurrent reaches a value of 15.94 mA/cm 2 , above the highest value previously reported for a flexible DSC device (15.2 mA/cm 2 ). 12 Moreover, bending tests prove that the optimized design of flexible DSCs is mechanically stable, photovoltaic performance being preserved after 150 bending cycles. We foresee our work may have an impact in the fields of building integrating photovoltaics and in that of rechargeable portable devices, for which light weight and adaptability of energy suppliers are key aspects.
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